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T
he current generation of students gets a bad rap. Media

tell us they’re intent on separating themselves from 

the world behind a wall of video games, headphones

and private pursuits.

But if Williams students are at all typical, this is untrue.

They do some of these things, to be sure, but they also engage

the world in many ways that elude public notice. This is partly

because their means of engagement differ from my genera-

tion’s. While students of the 60s and 70s marched and

protested against broad issues, students now focus more on

changing the world one person or one issue at a time. And

now that those tie-dyed T-shirts have been eaten by moths,

who’s to say that this different approach isn’t better, especially

in a different time?

In just the past few years, Williams students have launched

programs to fight global AIDS, register bone marrow donors

and deliver leftover dining hall food to local social service

agencies. The numbers and ways in which they engage the

world aren’t contracting; they’re growing.

A “Profile of Civic Engagement at Williams College” was

compiled by Chaplain Rick Spalding and Coordinator of

Experiential Education Paula Consolini. The profile, which you

can obtain by visiting www.williams.edu/Chaplain (the link for

the report is to the left, under volunteer community service),

should change your view of the current generation.

“Virtually every student group on campus is involved, in

some way and at some point in the year, in community service

or civic engagement,” it reports. The Lehman Service Council,

which has been around for decades, is expanding its projects

and has been joined by such groups as Students for Social

Justice and Greensense. Religious groups, cultural groups,

athletic teams and arts groups all give time and talent to the

local community. The Garfield Republican Club, Williams

Democrats and Williams College Debate Union all help us see

the world outside the Berkshires.

Experiential learning is an important part of the curricular

innovations that lie at the heart of our strategic plan.

“Learning by doing” has long been the rule in such courses as

environmental studies, in which groups of students plan local

bike paths, say, or conversions for abandoned buildings. But

now it’s spreading across the curriculum.

More than half of our students will experience at least one

semester of study abroad. And beginning in fall 2005, they can

explore what New York City has to offer in a pilot version of a

semester-long Williams in New York program.

Much student engagement with the local community is

through the schools. The College’s Program in Teaching lists

each year the many academic and extracurricular ways that

students can get a taste of teaching, from classroom work to

tutoring to coaching.

Summer internships send an increasing number of students

into practical experiences around the world, from Capitol Hill

to villages in Kenya.

As the ethos of caring grows, so does the creativity of

these efforts. For instance, in The Translation Project, students

“translate important documents into Spanish (and other lan-

guages) for the benefit of newly-arrived immigrants in the

region.” In Hats for the Homeless, students knit caps for those

who need them.

The list goes on and on.

“Williams could not be Williams apart from an integral

relationship with the communities that surround [it],” the pro-

file concludes. The same is true of the world beyond the

Berkshires. That Williams students are increasingly, construc-

tively engaged with that world speaks well of them and of

their generation and, as important, bodes well for us all.

—Morty Schapiro

Changing the World One Step at a Time

P R E S I D E N T ’ S  V I E W
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Twenty-two classes set dollar records and 19 set par-

ticipation records to close the 2004 Alumni Fund

with $8.2 million. More alumni than ever—14,212, or

63.01 percent—made gifts to the fund.

“In this first year of The Williams Campaign, alumni

have climbed farther than ever before for the College,”

says Tom Balderston ’78, fund chair. “Together we are pro-

viding the resources to allow the College to move quickly

and decisively to implement its ambitious strategic plan.”

This past year’s success comes at the beginning of the

most ambitious fund-raising effort in the College’s history.

Kicked off last September, The Williams Campaign aims to

raise $400 million in five years.

As the cornerstone of the campaign, the Alumni Fund

is “the envy of American higher education,” says Williams

President Morty Schapiro. The fund “enables Williams to

deploy resources when and where they’re most needed

to take advantage of each strategic opportunity as soon

as it presents itself.”

Results of the Alumni Fund were announced and 

trophies were presented June 12 at the Annual Meeting of

the Society of Alumni during Reunion Weekend. For a list of

trophy winners, visit www.williams.edu/alumni/giving/

trophie.pdf. For more information about The Williams

Campaign, visit www.williams.edu/alumni/campaign.

Alumni Fund Sets Records

GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS AVAILABLE

Williams alumni can apply for a variety of 

graduate fellowships for study in the United

States and abroad. For details and deadlines,

visit www.williams.edu/dean.

CELEBRATE THE ARTS THIS FALL!

Celebrate the contributions of Williams alumni to

the arts Oct. 9-11 and help establish a new Alumni

Arts Network. For more information about the

weekend events or the network, contact 

Aaron Kechley ’96 at aaron.kechley@sloan.mit.edu.

Softball Tripleheader Hits 30

2004 marks the 30th year that members of the Classes of 1971 and 1972 have gathered at

Cole Field in May for a weekend of softball and reminiscing. A tradition that originated on

the Berkshire Quad and moved to Cole Field in 1975, the Annual Memorial Day Tripleheader

draws alumni, spouses, children, grandchildren, friends and even former faculty and staff from

across the country and from all walks of life. This year, 53 people participated.

W ith more than 4,200 paper

and electronic ballots cast in

an alumni-wide election, Michael E.

Reed ’75 and Gregory Woods ’91

were named alumni trustee 

and Tyng Bequest administrator,

respectively.

Reed of Silver Spring, Md., runs 

a company that helps create more

inclusive work environments through

leadership training, executive 

coaching and management skills

development. He co-chairs the

Williams Black Alumni Network, is

an admission representative and

Alumni Fund associate agent and received the

College’s Bicentennial Medal in 1993. Reed

shared the ballot with Cynthia P. Spencer ’76 

of Madison, Wisc., and Malcolm W. Smith ’87

of Austin, Texas.

Woods of New York, N.Y., is a partner at

Debevoise & Plimpton, where he negotiates

multinational financing transactions as a mem-

ber of the firm’s corporate finance and Latin

American practice groups. He also does pro

bono work in asylum and discrimination cases.

Woods shared the ballot with D. Christopher

Kerby ’81 of San Francisco, Calif.,

and Thomas N. FitzGibbon ’87 of Los

Angeles, Calif. The Tyng Bequest is an

important source of funds for

Williams students who need financial

assistance for graduate school.

Election results were announced

at the Annual Meeting of the

Society of Alumni on June 12. Also

announced were new officers and

Executive Committee members of

the Society of Alumni: President Jill

E. Stephens ’77 of London, U.K.;

Vice President Richard Levy Jr. ’74 of

Larchmont, N.Y.; and committee

members Gillet Lefferts Jr. ’45 of Darien,

Conn., Carl A. Strauss Jr. ’61 of Cincinnati,

Ohio, Jacqueline Higgs Caldwell ’78 of Tulsa,

Okla., Kevin N. Hinton ’89 of Washington,

D.C., Leila H. Jere ’91 of Belmont, Calif., and

Christopher S. Bell ’98 of Eugene, Ore.

Election Results Announced Reunion Weekend

Williams is seeking nominations for next

year’s alumni trustee and Tyng Bequest

administrator elections. Please send names

to: Alumni Relations Director, 75 Park St.,

Williamstown, MA 01267-2114.

Michael E. Reed

Gregory Woods

 









Helga Druxes is hiding in a broom closet, eavesdropping as students in her

German 104 class discuss the concept of utopia with each other and their

counterparts at Vassar College. Only the broom closet is really a virtual space, and

Druxes is “listening in” via a transcript that will be e-mailed to her later for review.

And the entire discussion—which is happening at midnight—is taking place in a

powerful Web-based learning environment known to its users as the “MOO.”

Not Just a Chat Room: Free and accessible to anyone via the Internet,

the MOO, which stands for “Multi-users Object Oriented,” is hosted by Vassar.

In addition to being able to converse with each other in real time in German,

visitors can enter “rooms” created by students using photographs and essays

to explore concepts such as space and utopia. Last spring one Williams senior

created a “cave” based on Franz Kafka’s short story “The Burrow.” Another

student built a utopia modeled on J.R.R. Tolkien’s Middle Earth. Each of the

rooms—and the accompanying commentary and critique from classmates and

Druxes—draws upon literary and cultural materials studied in class.

Advancing Language Learning: Intermediate learners like those in

German 104 typically don’t have the tools to “read philosophy texts or serious

fiction,” Druxes says. But allowing them to explore and discuss manageable

chunks of material posted on the MOO builds their linguistic skills—and their

confidence. “The only way to get to the next level of language comprehension

is to make mistakes,” Druxes says. That the mistakes are made in writing,

instead of out loud in front of the entire class, lowers inhibitions and allows

students of all abilities to mingle comfortably. It’s important, she adds, “to have

this experience of confusion and being bogged down a little bit, but also being

able to help each other past these impasses.”

A Noisy Classroom:

When students begin using

the MOO about halfway

through the semester,

Druxes notices an increase in the level of classroom “noise.” She’s not referring

to the sound of furious typing in Weston Language Lab as conversations fly

across the Internet, but rather the shift that occurs when students begin defin-

ing the course of discussion, asking and answering questions for each other. As

a professor, Druxes says, she is “there to intervene, but we don’t have such a

central role, which I think can be deadening to the flow of ideas.” And

although students sometimes tell her they prefer the structure and predictability

of textbooks and traditional oral drills, she adds, “Drilling is not real life.”

Expanding the Community of Learners: Developed six years ago with

a $700,000 grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, the MOO has

allowed three Williams professors and two at Vassar to collaborate on a strong

intermediate-level curriculum. “We gain new colleagues this way,” Druxes says.

“We all have different ideas.” A native of Wuppertal, Germany, she studied

teaching at Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität Münster and earned a doctorate

in comparative literature from Brown in 1987, the year she joined Williams’ 

faculty. She also teaches “Berlin—The Metropolitan Village Between East and

West” and “Everyday Life in Literature and Film,” among other courses.

Visit the German-language MOO at moo.vassar.edu:7000 or the English

version at moo.vassar.edu:7666. Type in the user name “Guest,” and

leave the password field blank.

when participants actually commit, as opposed

to imagine committing, a mild blunder as part of

the experiment.

“When we commit a faux pas and imagine

how others see it, we seldom stop to consider

how we would see them in the same circum-

stance,” Savitsky says. “It’s probably the case that

in the midst of an embarrassing moment, when

we find ourselves focused inward and mired in

our own chagrin, we simply lack the cognitive

resources to see ourselves as others see us.”

Savitsky likens these perceptions to an optical

illusion. Our self-centered view of the world isn’t

“wrong,” he says, but it is something we should

take into account in our social interactions.

Savitsky first became interested in social

psychology when he read Gilovich’s “How We

Know What Isn’t So” (1991) as an undergradu-

ate at Indiana University. He received a doctor-

ate in social and personality psychology from

Cornell in 1997 and joined the Williams faculty

that year. Courses he teaches include “The Self

and Social Judgment,” “Perspectives on

Psychological Issues” and “The Pursuit of

Happiness.”

He has received several awards and honors,

including a Kellogg Teams and Groups

Fellowship from the Kellogg Graduate School of

Management at Northwestern University. He

has been published in numerous scholarly 

journals, including the Journal of Personality

and Social Psychology and the Journal of

Experimental Social Psychology.
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Do you MOO?

Helga Druxes
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At the Frontiers of
Science and Technology
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Y
ears before the Department of Homeland Security 

established www.ready.gov, before “offshoring” became

a political and economic buzzword, before computers

became small enough to carry around, Ralph 

Gomory ’50 was envisioning a future in which bioterrorism,

globalization and technological revolution would be reality.

“He was prescient,” Paula Olsiewski, a program director at

the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation—of which Gomory has been

president since 1989—told the magazine Government Executive

in March. Gomory, she added, is “a very creative thinker.”

A respected mathematician and researcher, Gomory has made

a career out of figuring out “the next big thing” in a number of

fields. He set out on this path more than a half-century ago at

Princeton, where his research, interrupted by three years in the

U.S. Navy, established the field of integer programming, a 

quantitative technique still used to analyze everything from man-

ufacturing to network flow to financial models. As one writer for

Think magazine stated in 1972, “Thanks to Gomory, U.S. Navy

ships are better deployed, paper manufacturers cut their stock

more efficiently, oil and gas and data flow more easily.”

Gomory then joined IBM’s research division in 1959, rising

to director of research and ultimately senior vice president for

science and technology by the time he reached the company’s

mandatory retirement age of 60 in 1989. During his tenure, he

oversaw 2,000 researchers work-

ing around the globe to develop

innovations such as the relational

database and the tiny transistors

that made computers smaller and more powerful. Two IBM

physicists won Nobel prizes under his watch.

“Our goal was to help the company and do first-rate scien-

tific research,” says Gomory, for whom IBM named a $25,000

award for the industrial application of science. “Developing new

technology presented difficult technical problems, and we were

able to invent in that sphere.”

At Sloan, one of the nation’s largest private philanthropies

(with grants totaling $63 million in 2003), Gomory has earned a

reputation for identifying little-researched topics at the frontiers

of science and technology that could have a major impact on

society with the proper attention and financial support.

In the early 1990s, for example, before the Internet became a

public, commercial venture, he envisioned delivering college

courses to students at remote locations via computer networks. 

A decade later, with help from Sloan (which originally gave

grants to individual professors), Gomory’s vision of “anytime,

anyplace learning” has transformed the delivery of education,

with 1.5 million students around the globe completing at least a

portion of their coursework online.

Gomory also foresaw the potential for another, more sinister

application of science, this time to terrorism and to large-scale

biological and chemical attacks. Refusing to accept the prevailing

wisdom at the time that there either was no threat or that noth-

ing could be done to respond to it,

in fall 2000, Sloan underwrote

The Johns Hopkins University’s

Center for Civilian Biodefense

Thanks to Ralph Gomory ’50, U.S. Navy ships are better deployed,

paper manufacturers cut their stock more efficiently and oil, gas

and data flow more easily. And that’s just the beginning.

By David McKay Wilson
PHOTOS BY CHARLES ESHELMANN
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Strategies to the tune of $3.5 million and

approved a three-year grant to the

Center for Law and the Public’s Health

at Georgetown and Johns Hopkins to

study legal aspects of bioterror events.

“When we started our funding, few

people took us seriously,” says Gomory,

who has served on the President’s

Council of Advisers on Science and

Technology during the past three

Republican administrations. “But now

people realize that civil defense is quite

important. And I feel that we have

moved the issue along.”

Indeed, in the wake of post-9/11

anthrax attacks at the offices of several

lawmakers, media outlets and post

offices, Sloan began helping the

Department of Homeland Security to

draft a list of recommendations for the

public to follow in case of a bioterror

attack. A public awareness campaign,

funded by Sloan and launched in

February 2003, encouraged Americans to

have a disaster kit containing a dust

mask, radio, water bottle, flashlight and

whistle, as well as duct tape and plastic

sheeting. The list was posted to the Web

site www.ready.gov, which has since

logged 20 million visitors.

“The foundation has been

absolutely essential to what we did,”

Maj. Gen. Bruce Lawlor, retired chief of

staff to Homeland Security Secretary

Tom Ridge, told The New York Times

the day after the campaign was

launched. “Ralph in particular has been

a catalyst for thinking about ways to

protect people and doing it in a way

that tries to take advantage of existing

systems.”

The federal government also asked

the Sloan-funded Center for Law and the

Public’s Health to develop model legisla-

tion for states to respond to bioterrorist

attacks, authorizing them to enforce

quarantines, vaccinate people and seize

and destroy property believed to be

related to a terrorist attack without

offering compensation. Sixteen states

have adopted all or part of the model.

“Civil defense has to be a major part of protecting    against terr

AT THE FRONTIERS OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
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“Civil defense has to be a major part

of protecting against terrorism, which

can strike anywhere,” Gomory said in an

interview with Fox News shortly after

www.ready.gov went live. “You can’t

say, ‘Let the government do it.’ This is a

long-range threat, and we must start

now to work against it.”

The son of an international banker

and a homemaker, Gomory credits his

educational and scientific background

with teaching him to trust his instincts

on bioterrorism preparedness and other

issues. He came to Williams in 1946

intending to study physics, but Professor

Don Richmond sparked in him what

would become a lifelong interest in

mathematics. The two published a paper

together on nonlinear differential equa-

tions in the summer of 1950.

Gomory also played on Williams’

soccer team—he recalls eating steak at

Coach Clarence Chafee’s training

table—and continues to be active, skiing

in Sun Valley each February with his

wife Lilian Wu, three children and nine

grandchildren. 

Even following him from Grand

Central Station to the Sloan

Foundation’s offices at Rockefeller

Center can be a challenge, as he moves

briskly, precisely and without stop-

ping—not surprising for a man who can

run a mile-and-a-half in 11 minutes.

Gomory also is a graduate of the

Bondurant School of High Performance

Driving.

He speaks fondly of Williams and is

known to wear a purple cow tie at the

office. The College gave him an hon-

orary degree in 1973, one of many he’s

earned along with a wall of awards,

including the National Medal of Science,

the John von Neumann Theory Prize and

the Heinz Award for Technology, the

Economy and Employment.

An active scholar who does most of

his writing on an IBM ThinkPad while

commuting from his home in

Chappaqua, N.Y., to Manhattan on the

Metro-North train, Gomory has written

and co-written upwards of 87 technical

papers and was co-author of the

acclaimed Global Trade and Conflicting

National Interests, published by MIT

Press in 2001.

He’s been hailed as an expert on

“offshoring” and globalization, testifying

before a congressional subcommittee ear-

lier this year and speaking to college

audiences around the country, including

at Williams as the Class of 1960

Scholars Lecturer in Economics in 2003.

During that visit, he also gave a talk to

mathematics students on “Reflections on

a Semi-Scientific Career.”

As Edward Burger, chairman of the

Department of Mathematics and

Statistics, which hosted Gomory’s collo-

quium talk last year, says: “He is a rare

breed: a great scientist and research

scholar who can inspire other scientists

to be more creative than they thought

they could be.”

For Gomory, it’s less scientific than

that. “Give people reasonable areas and

goals,” he has said, “and they invent.” n

David McKay Wilson is a senior writer at

The Journal News in White Plains, N.Y. 

    against terrorism, which can strike anywhere.”
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G
wen Garcelon ’87 isn’t your typical

activist. A studio art major at

Williams, she remembers students

protesting apartheid by setting up

crosses and makeshift shantytowns

on Baxter Lawn. At the time, she

didn’t feel compelled to take part.

But the experience sparked in her a need—which grew

over time—to become more civically engaged. In 1994,

Garcelon, an art gallery manager and part-time ski instructor

in Aspen, Colo., became the volunteer leader of a citizen

action group working on hunger and poverty issues. She also

completed a master’s degree in community leadership at

Denver’s Regis University in 2001. Now a leadership trainer

specializing in grassroots political advocacy, she has turned

her attention to helping others find their inner activists.

“There are people who are completely disengaged, but

somewhere in them is a spark,” she says. “They really do care

but have no idea where to start.”

Her new textbook, Strategies for Active Citizenship,

published in June by Prentice Hall, aims to help them find

that starting point. Though it’s directed at college 

students, the book also can be a resource for anyone

struggling with what

Garcelon calls the “over-

whelming” prospect of

figuring out “where to

engage in society when the problems in all areas can seem

equally compelling.”

Though the public conscience can be stirred by highly

publicized events—such as the 2000 presidential vote

recount, the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks and this year’s

fights over same-sex marriage rights in California,

Massachusetts and New York—Garcelon and others say that

active citizenship usually isn’t sustained over time.

Indeed, 71 percent of 18- to 30-year-olds don’t read any

newspapers on a regular basis, according to the Committee

for the Study of the American Electorate. The committee

also reports that voter turnout during presidential elections

has dropped steadily from a high of 65 percent in 1960 to 

54 percent in 2000. That year, only 36.1 percent of eligible

voters between the ages of 18 and 24 cast a ballot.

Meanwhile, data indicate that organized volunteerism

today seems to be episodic rather than ongoing. On the one

hand, the U.S. Department of Labor cites an increase from

59.8 million to 63.8 million in the number of people ages 

16 and older doing any amount of volunteering during the

12-month periods ending September 2002 and September

2003. During that time, the percentage of the population

volunteering also rose, from 27.4 percent to 28.8 percent of

people 16 and older.

On the other hand,

economists at MIT and

Tufts University note a
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Leadership trainer Gwen Garcelon ‘87 aims to help
readers “wake up” their social consciences with a
new book on citizenship.

by Kenneth Lovett

Illustrations are provided by Fort Lauderdale Sun-Sentinel editorial cartoonist Chan Lowe '75.

           





nonpartisan, nonprofit

Committee for the Study of

the American Electorate.

Concerns over time and/or

money, distrust and 

misunderstanding of the

democratic process and of

the media, a decline in 

citizenship education and

everyday distractions rang-

ing from school to work to

family to TV watching also

are among the reasons

many Americans have

become “civically illiterate,”

Gans says.

In Strategies for Active

Citizenship, Garcelon and

her co-author, Kateri

Drexler, attack these issues

systematically, offering

step-by-step instructions 

on how to budget time

and money; manage proj-

ects; read critically; write

coherently; conduct

research; understand 

democratic processes; and

lobby or advocate for

change. Readers are

directed to interview the

head of a nonprofit service

provider, research a social

or political issue and write

a letter to a lawmaker,

among other assignments

intended to help people

overcome the obstacles

that prevent them from

getting involved.

But it all starts, Garcelon

writes, “with your heart.”

“Look at how you are

spending your time on a

daily basis,” she says.

“Does it express who you

want to be? If not, start

from there.”

Garcelon’s own starting

points were hunger and

poverty. “It occurred to me

that something must be

very insane about a system

in which there are plenty

of resources to allow all

citizens of the planet a

dignified life, yet a third of

those citizens can’t even

keep themselves or their

children from dying of

starvation or preventable

diseases,” she says.

Her decision to work

with RESULTS, a global

anti-hunger, anti-poverty

citizen action group based

in Washington, D.C., gave

her the opportunity to

“directly generate political

will and engage in chang-

ing damaging systems

rather than Band-Aiding

their awful symptoms.”

Garcelon is quick to

point out that citizenship

doesn’t have to be a career

choice. Nor does it have to

be tied to any one political

party, policy issue or “big

idea.” Sometimes it’s

simply day-to-day activities

that provide a spark—

whether it’s going to

classes, job-hunting,

commuting, raising a

family or navigating

retirement.

Once readers outline

their interests, they should

start small. “Providing

proper nutrition to every

child around the world

may seem like a colossal

undertaking,” Garcelon

writes. “However, when

we look at what we can
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do, we experience

empowerment.”

Citizenship also doesn’t

have to mirror the passion

or free-spiritedness of the

1960s. “In the 60s, a lot of

the activism didn’t have

the sophistication you see

now,” she says. “We’re

starting to realize [we]

need to understand the

game, how the political

structure we’re a part of is

going to impact us in the

long term. There’s a place

for gathering in the

streets, but it’s important

to also know how to work

systematically behind the

scenes.”

Combining personality

tests with a measure she

calls a “problem-solving

inventory,” Garcelon boils

active citizenship down to

four styles—technician,

diplomat, strategist and

activist—and urges readers

to consider their strengths

in approaching an organi-

zation or problem. “If your

style is that of the activist,”

she writes, “you may find

that you have a flair for

participating in marches,

public protests or public

education. If, however, you

have more of a technician’s

style, you may find that

you excel in helping

favorite nonprofit organi-

zations set up computer

databases or Web sites. If

you are more of an intro-

vert … you may not choose

to engage in fundraising.

You are more likely to

experience empowerment

as a citizen by using your

own unique talents and by

being guided by your own

unique values.”

Garcelon’s approach

may seem simple, but she

says the lessons in her

book apply to people in all

stages of their lives. Just as

college students might

need to learn how to

squeeze in time for

citizenship between

classes, homework,

extracurricular activities

and their social lives, adults

need to be reminded to

create room for it on their
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F
or many people, mention of the name

Nina Simone evokes stories. Stories about

which of her songs move them the most,

of where they were when they first heard these

songs, of who first exposed them to her music.

And then there are the stories of dramatic or

unexpected behavior encountered firsthand or as

part of an audience. I hadn’t heard these stories

when I was presented with the opportunity to

become Nina Simone’s North American booking

agent in spring 1997. I owned one of her CDs, a

live recording that I purchased secondhand, and

had read her autobiography, I Put A Spell On You,

in graduate school. Jazz pianist Don Pullen, a 

former client of mine, regaled me with tales of her

curt coyness and sharp tongue, which he 

experienced as her accompanist. But I was far

from steeped in the lore of her legend.

She became my client the way many such

relationships are formed—an artist gets a 

booking for a show and wants to add more but

has ineffective or nonexistent representation. So

the artist puts the word out. But it rarely happens

to an artist of Nina Simone’s stature. Millions of

record sales and worldwide notoriety usually

bring with them a long line of business suitors.

Numbed with excitement, I didn’t think too hard

about why she would consider being represented

by someone like me, a one-man operation still

working out of my bedroom.

Though not my major at Williams, music 

permeated my student life, from trumpet playing

to disc jockeying to writing for classes and the

Record. Reality met me at graduation and ushered

me to the business side of the equation, and,

apart from a short, brain-recharging detour to

academia that earned me a master’s in African

American studies from Yale, I dived wholeheart-

edly into music booking.

Edgy, avant-garde jazz and international music

were my favorites and dominated the artist rosters

of the early incarnations of Steppin’ in Artist

Development, the agency I founded in 1989 and

nurtured, at least part time, for the next 10 years.

I targeted agencies that shared my limited tastes

and nearly begged them for a position, always in

vain. I was consciously hoping and searching for a

mentor, not realizing that the musicians them-

selves would fill this need. But nothing could have

prepared me for Nina Simone.

Or Dr. Simone, I should say. Shortly before my

association with her, she received an honorary

doctorate and henceforth insisted upon the title of

“doctor.” I remember a memo to this effect to

backstage production personnel at the New Jersey

Performing Arts Center in Newark, in preparation

for her upcoming performance. In time I would

consider the demand modest compared to the

exacting requirements conveyed to me for the

normally straightforward process of booking live

performances.

Dr. Simone’s voice had become raspy and at

times uncontrolled, but its underlying gracefulness

and strength of character obscured its shortcom-

ings. Attending many of the shows I booked for

her, I recognized just a few of her songs but found

that I was familiar with her onstage expression,

her movements, her banter—her between-song

pronouncements that bordered on ramblings,

though every syllable commanded attention. I had

seen them mimicked by countless other perform-

ers, heirs to her divadom. She had authored the

diffident, glazed-over gaze, the alternating shows

of appreciation and dismissal of fans’ entreaties,

the castigation of erring support musicians, the

multiple reprises of a song based on whim.

During mid-performance breaks, she would ask

her nattily dressed manager—waiting in the

wings seemingly just for this purpose—to bring

her a cigarette. Presenting her profile to the

crowd, she would tantalize them with a leisurely

drag that combined elegance, sexuality and

haughtiness, eliciting some of the audience’s most

ecstatic applause.

On several occasions, she told the crowd to

“take a good look” at her, because, she 

guaranteed, she was “not coming back.” This pro-

nouncement wreaked havoc on my efforts to

secure future bookings. But it was pure diva.

Her movement onstage could be described as

teetering, but somehow she managed to teeter

authoritatively. After ambling out to center stage

to accept applause at her final Boston perform-

ance in 2000, she was urged by one of her band

members to return quickly to her piano bench. She

turned toward him like a tank rotating toward its

target and admonished him in tones audible to the

audience, “Don’t rush me! Don’t EVER rush me.”

I never spoke with Dr. Simone on the phone,

and I met her only once, in a surreal backstage

moment at that Boston concert. Her manager’s

assistant, recently ascended to the role of man-

ager, sheepishly introduced me to her as she

gazed past me with faraway eyes. I was fine with

the distance, which applied to all aspects of our

association, figuring no contact was better than

potentially negative contact.

Most of her fans were spared such lessons.

Calling out incessantly to her at her concerts, they

would risk public humiliation for the chance that

she would hear their voices or maybe even grant

their request of a song. Once someone shouted,

“We love you, Nina!” to which she replied, “I

need to hear that.”

Eric Hanson ’88 is a booking agent for Ted

Kurland Associates in Boston. Nina Simone died

in April 2003 at her home in southern France

after an extended illness.
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